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ABSTRACT 
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Rectangular hollow section (RHS) members are components widely used in engineering 
applications because of their good-looking, good properties in engineering areas and 
inexpensive cost comparing to members with other sections. The increasing use of RHS 
in load bearing structures makes it necessary to analyze the fatigue behavior of the RHS 
members. In this thesis, concentration will be given to the fatigue behavior of the RHS 
members under variable amplitude pure torsional loading. 
 
For the RHS members, failure will normally occur in the corner region if the welded 
regions are under full penetration. This is because of the complicated stress components’ 
distributions at the RHS corners, where all of three fracture mechanics modes will 
happen. Mode I is mainly caused by the residual stresses that caused by the 
manufacturing process. Modes II and III are caused by the applied torsional loading. 
Stress based Findley model is also used to analyze the stress components. 
 
Constant amplitude fatigue tests have been done as well as variable amplitude fatigue 
tests. The specimens under variable amplitude loading gave longer fatigue lives than 
those under constant amplitude loading. Results from tests show an S-N curve with slope 
around 5. 
 
In the thesis, in order to output variable amplitude loading signal, a fatigue testing 
program was written and used to output desired loading signal. Totally ten fatigue tests 
were performed in the Laboratory of Fatigue and Strength in LUT. Finite element models 
were used to help analyzing the results and strain gages were used on three specimens. 
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DETAILED NOMENCLATURE 

a   amplitude 

D  damage sum 

E  Young’s modulus 

fy  yield strength 

F  loading force 

Ls  sequence length 

m  slope of S-N curve 

N  fatigue life 

r0  external radius 

R  load ratio 

t  thickness 

T  torque 

 

Δ  range 

ε  strain 

σ  stress 

τ  shear stress 

 

SUBSCRIPTS 

eff   Effective 

eq   Equivalent 

max  Maximum value 

m  Mean value 

min  Minimum value 

n  normal 

nom  nominal value 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This research work concerned on fatigue behavior of rectangular hollow section (RHS) 

members under variable amplitude loading. Further more, the RHS corners were the 

critical regions that were put most of the concentration. Other relative research work such 

as the program used to output spectrum loading signals and effective notch stress method 

used to analyze the weld structure of the RHS members were studied as well. 

 
1.1 Background 

The fatigue test of base materials, components and structures is an important part of 

ensuring the reliability of critical components and structures. Although during most time 

stresses added to the structure are well below a given material’s ultimate strength, 

microscopic physical damage can accumulate with continued cycling until it develops 

into a crack that leads to failure of the component. This process of damage and failure 

due to cyclic loading is called fatigue. [1] 

 

Fatigue damage is one of the main forms of failure in engineering structures. A 

significant feature of fatigue is that the load is not large enough to cause immediate 

failure. Instead, failure occurs after a certain number of load fluctuations have been 

experienced  

 

During the past several decades, lots of fatigue tests of many kinds of structures and 

materials have been performed for research purpose. Standard design codes, for instance 

Eurocode 3 and 5, are valid on the base of plenty data from constant amplitude loading 

(CAL) test, which is a relatively fast and inexpensive method of classifying different 

weld geometries and measuring weld quality.[2] Fatigue design for structures is usually 

based on such standards and for improved or new structures, plenty of fatigue tests must 

be done based on these design codes. 
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The fatigue life can generally be broken into two distinct phases: a crack initiation phase 

and a crack propagation phase. The initiation fatigue life is usually short in the welded 

structures because it can always be assumed that sharp-edged discontinuities exist in a 

welded structure. The crack growth rate is approximately the same for all weldable 

structural steels, regardless of the yield limit of the material. Thus, the same fatigue 

strength curves can be applied to different weldable structural steels.[3] Although in this 

thesis the critical regions in studied specimens don't locate in a welded position, there are 

also assumed tiny cracks in these critical regions due to the manufacturing process. 

Hence the assumption was made that the same design codes can be used in this thesis as 

well. 

 

For some practical applications, however, variable amplitude loading (VAL) is always 

involved instead of CAL. The signals of VAL are more complex and the amplitudes of 

signal of VAL are always changing. Usually they are used to simulate different 

environments such as a certain road for a running vehicle or a ferry in the sea. To predict 

fatigue life N (cycles) of an engineering structure, applying VAL is more suitable for 

estimating real situation than applying CAL. 

 

By applying CAL to specimens, test results can give fairly clear design codes that the 

fatigue design will follow. However, the reason that VAL test must be done is the fact 

that a prediction of fatigue life under complex loading is not possible by any cumulative 

damage hypothesis. Therefore, it is important to arrange fatigue tests by applying VAL. 

Although VAL tests are more expensive and much more complex than CAL tests, as the 

developing of computer technology, they can be handled nowadays.  

 
1.2 Scope of the thesis 

In this thesis, a program which is written by author and used to output desired spectrum 

loading signals is going to be presented. By using this program, totally ten specimens 
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were tested under CAL, VAL of short history and long history respectively. The constant 

and spectrum loading were added to specimens as pure torsion. 

 

The structure used to do the fatigue testing is RHS members with the nominal 

dimensions 100*100mm, 6.3mm in thickness t, 150mm in length l. This kind of structure 

is widely used in practical applications. In this paper, four specimens were tested by 

applying CAL. And the other six specimens were applied by spectrum loading of short 

history or long history. Strain gages were used in three specimens. 

 

The concentration is then focused on analyse of the results from different tests. The effect 

of VAL against CAL is going to be analyzed. Three-dimensional (3D) finite element 

models were made by using ANSYS software to study the experimental results in 

different aspects. Effective notch method is used in finite element models. 

 

In this thesis, general background and introduction are presented firstly. The spectrum 

loading program will be presented in the Chapter 2, with explains about flowchart and 

details about the program. In the same part, the source file of the program will be 

introduced as well. In the Chapter 3 of the thesis, the specimen and test facilities will be 

presented. The manufacturing process of the specimens will be introduced and analyzed 

to explain the form of residual stresses. Data from experimental tests will be presented 

briefly in the Chapter 4 by using forms and plots. In Chapter 5, attention will be focused 

on the analysis of the experimental data, which is a very important part of the thesis. The 

Fracture Mechanics Modes will also be presented in this chapter. Finite element models 

of the specimen and comparison between the finite element models and experimental 

results are going to be presented in Chapter 6. Effective notch method, warping 

phenomenon will be discussed as well. Finally in Chapter 7, there will be discussion and 

conclusion of the thesis. References and seven appendices are enclosed.  

 

2 SPECTRUM FATIGUE LOADING PROGRAM 
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There are numerous fatigue testing machines and equipments in use in the Laboratory of 

Fatigue and Strength, LUT. For some of them, DOS programs are used to control the 

hydraulic machines. The control program used in our laboratory is old and needed to be 

updated. 

 

A fatigue testing program was written in this situation. The program is used to generate 

desired spectrum loading signal by working together with other hardware. As the 

development of computer technology, variable amplitude loading, especially spectrum 

loading, can be generated by programming more easily. 

 

 
Fig.1: Translation of signal 

 

As the joint between computer and test machine, a measure card is used for translating 

the spectrum signal (Fig.1). The hardware is needed because that the test machine can 

only recognize voltage signals which are analogical, however the program is generating 

digital signals. Therefore, a device must be used to store and translate digital signal into 

analogical signal and then output them. A PCI-6024E card from National Instrument 

company is used in this particular situation. 

 
2.1 Measure card 

The PCI-6024E card has 16 AI channels (eight differential) with 12-bit resolution and 

two AO channels with 12-bit resolution. It has functions such as analog input, output and 

counters. Among the functions analog output is the most important one used in this 

particular case of the thesis. The analog output voltage range can reach ±10V in 

maximum and minimum. 

 

Analogical 
signal 

Computer 

Program 

Measure card 

Buffer Test machine 

Digital 
signal 
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There are several different data generation methods available in an analog output 

operation: the users can either perform software-timed or hardware-timed generations; 

hardware-timed generations can be non-buffered or buffered. In order to make the control 

flow work faster and more reliable, a hardware-timed, buffered generation is usually 

used. 

 

In a buffered generation, data is moved from PC to the card's onboard buffer using DMA 

or interrupts before it is written. Buffered generations typically allow for much faster 

transfer rates than non-buffered generations because data is moved as large blocks, rather 

than one point at a time. One property of buffered I/O operations is the sample mode, 

which can be either finite or continuous. Finite sample mode generation refers to the 

generation of a specific, predetermined number of data samples. Once the specified 

number of samples has been written out, the generation stops. Continuous generation, on 

the other hand, refers to the generation of an unspecified number of samples. Instead of 

generating a set number of data samples and stopping, a continuous generation continues 

until the user stops the operation. There are also several different methods of continuous 

generation that control what data is written: regeneration, FIFO regeneration and 

non-regeneration modes. 

 

In the case of outputting VAL signal, a hardware-timed, buffered, continuous mode is 

used for the spectrum fatigue loading program. 

 

After the card and application software were installed in a computer, a “Measurement & 

Automation” software can be found. In the “Measurement & Automation” main interface, 

the names of NI devices which were installed in the computer can be shown. The user 

can check hardware information in this interface. Once a specific NI device is chosen, a 

self test can be operated to declare if the card is installed correctly and works well. 

Further, a test panel can be used to output some simple signals. 
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The software from device itself is quite simple. Therefore if some complex control 

applications are needed, professional software must be used to work together with the 

card. As complained in the user manual, the card supports software such as LabVIEW, 

LabWINDOWS, Measurement Studio and some languages such as ANSI C, MFC C++, 

Visual Basic, .NET, and C#. In the particular case of spectrum fatigue loading program, 

the ANSI C is used. 

 

Some examples about how to use the functions of the measure card in an ANSI C 

application can be found in the device folders after installing device software and discs. 

With the help of these examples, programs can be written to control the measure card. 

 
2.2 Spectrum fatigue loading program 

As mentioned, the program was written in C-language and used to generate desired 

digital spectrum signals. The desired signal sources were prepared to simulate practical 

applications and the sources were stored in forms of text files by writing down the 

turning points’ values in voltage of the desired loading. The main function of the 

spectrum fatigue loading program is to output the signal from the text files and store it 

into the buffer of the measure card. The procedure of how does the program work can be 

found by the flowchart (Fig.2) as below. The code of the program can be found in 

Appendix A. 
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Fig.2: Flowchart of spectrum fatigue loading program 
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As shown in the flowchart, the program first resets the measure card after the it is started. 

Then the program will read data from a certain text file (source file) which contains all 

the turning points of the spectrum. According to the turning points’ values, the program 

will calculate every half-cycle’s amplitude and how many output points per half-cycle 

should contain. The term ‘output points’ here means, that when output digital signal, the 

sine or cosine waves are formed by many points which will be output by the program. 

These output points give a half-cycle when output as analog signal. An example of how 

the output points form an analog cycle is shown in Fig.3. In the spectrum fatigue loading 

program, the number of output points in half-cycles is varied due to the amplitude of the 

half-cycle. The numbers of output points in the biggest and smallest cycles are certain 

and for other half-cycles’ amplitudes, number of output points is calculated according to 

them. How is the calculation done is shown in Table 1. 

 

 

Fig.3: An example of ‘output points’ in a sine wave 

 

Table 1. Calculation of number of output points in half-cycles 

Amplitude of half-cycle(a, ±v) Number of output points (n) 

1.88 (smallest) 60 

10 (biggest) 200 

Other between 14060 ( 1.88)
8.12

n a= + × −  
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After calculating amplitudes and output points per half-cycle, the program will ask the 

user to set the maximum frequency of the loading and confirm the value. The maximum 

frequency refers to the frequency of the smallest cycle in the spectrum. By changing this 

frequency, the user can control how fast the signal is desired to be output. This value in 

the program is set as a parameter ‘output rate’. 

 

After the above preparations, the next step for the program is to make the card start 

working: create a task for the measure card; create the channel which will be used as 

output channel and set some important parameters for the measure card, such as sample 

mode (either continuous or finite samples).  

 

The program then will generate 3000 points of initial data to a block memory of the 

computer. The data, which are the digital points in the half-cycles, will be stored as a 

matrix and be put into the memory place one half-cycle after the other. If the size will 

exceed the certain memory’s size after put the next half-cycle into the matrix (judged by 

the program), the program will fill the rest of matrix with a series of points, whose values 

are the same as the last turning point’s value in the matrix. These points later will be 

displayed as constant lines among the spectrum signal. 

 

After a block of data is ready, the program will write them into the buffer of the measure 

card so that the program can write new data into the same matrix later. The card will 

transfer this block of data from digital into analogical and start outputting. If there are 

more data needed, the program will repeat the previous procedure and generate new data. 

During the generation, the program will check if all the turning points are finished and 

needed to be output from the beginning. If there is a stop command received from the 

user, the program will finish outputting the current block of data and stop. 

 

The program then will output signals continuously until the user stops it. If there is any 

error during the whole procedure, error messages will be reported. 
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2.3 Source files and fatigue loading distributions 

As mentioned, desired signals needed for spectrum fatigue loading program are 

controlled by using source files. The source file is a text file stored in the same computer 

as the program and measure card installed. It contains large amount of numerical 

numbers which are the values of turning points sequence in voltage. By using different 

source files with different values in them, diverse histories can be carried out.  

 

In this thesis, two different source files were used: one contains 2000 turning points 

(1000 cycles, named as ‘Short spectrum’) and the other contains 200,000 turning points 

(100,000 cycles, named as ‘Long spectrum’). In the two source files, the range of cycles 

differs. The smallest cycle’s range in ‘Short spectrum’ is ±1.88v while it is ±2.50v in 

‘Long spectrum’. The voltage signals are transferred into loading signals in kN. The 

loading value is given as responding to the highest value in the source files which is 10V 

in both loading sequences.  

 

A testing spectrum is characterized mainly by following parameters: a) Maximum and 

minimum values, b) load (stress) ratio R of the maximum values, c) spectrum (sequence) 

length (size) Ls and d) shape.[6] Fig.4 shows a typical sample of loading sequence 

collected from testing of T4 specimen and the sequence is shown as the torque added on 

the specimen. From the figure it can be seen that the amplitudes of the torque are 

changing and the bigger the half-cycle’s amplitude is, the longer time it takes to be 

output. There are also constant values between each block of data. In T4’s specific case, 

the principle maximum and minimum loading torques are ±35kNm (which responses to 

10V) and ±6.58kNm (which responses to 1.88V). 
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Fig.4: A sample of loading sequence taken from fatigue tests of specimen T4 

 

The damage caused by such VAL sequence is cumulative damage. The damage caused 

by a cycle when it is part of a variable amplitude loading history is the same as the 

damage caused during CAL. [7] As shown in Fig.5, suppose cycle aiσ  results a fatigue 

life fiN  cycles, then the damage from one cycle is: 

1/i fiD N= .                        (Eq2.1) 

When failure, D=1. 

Turning points Constant value 

max.Δ 

min.Δ 

Sequence length Ls=1·103 cycles; load ratio 1R = − ; Tm=0 
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Fig.5: Cumulative frequency distribution and Woehler S-N curve[6] 

 

The cycle distributions and cumulative distributions of Short spectrum and Long 

spectrum are shown in Fig.6 and Fig.7. More numerical data about cycle distributions 

can be found in Appendix B. 
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Fig.6: Cycle/cumulative distribution of ‘Short spectrum’ 
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Fig.7: Cycle/cumulative distribution of ‘Long spectrum’ 

 

3 SPECIMEN PREPARATION AND TEST FACILITIES 

3.1 Geometry of specimens 

The specimens used in fatigue tests are tubes with rectangular hollow sections (RHS) 

with round corners, as shown in Fig.8. The material is steel S355J2H (fy=355N/m2). 

More properties of the section can be found in Appendix C. This type of tubes is widely 

used in industries. And also, because of the increasing use of the RHS members, it is 

necessary to apply fatigue tests on them. The specimens used in this thesis have principle 

dimensions as 100*100mm and thickness t=6.3mm. According to production handbook, 

the theoretical corner radius is r0=2.5*t=2.5*6.3=15.75mm (Fig.8). However, because of 

the differences in particular specimens, the corners’ radius differ from each other. The 

length of the specimen is l=150mm. [8] 

 

Ls=1·103 cycles Cycle distribution 

Cumulative cycles 
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Fig.8: The profile of the specimen[8] 

 
3.2 Manufacturing process of the RHS members 

In order to understand the background of the rectangular tube’s fatigue behaviour, the 

manufacturing process is studied. The material used in longitudinally welded hollow 

sections is steel strip, cut accurately to correspond with the width of the external 

dimensions of the section. As shown in Fig.9, at the beginning of the production line, the 

steel strip is unrolled and the strip ends are welded together. The strip is then fed into a 

strip accumulator to enable a continuous manufacturing process. 

 

Fig.9: Fabrication of longitudinally welded hollow sections [8] 

 

The steel strip is shaped with forming rolls at room temperature step by step into a 

circular cross section. The edges of the strip are heated to the welding temperature and 

pressed together. A continuous eddy current or ultrasonic inspection is used to ensure the 
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seam quality. The diameter of a circular hollow section is calibrated to the final 

dimensions and the cross section is formed to square or rectangular shape with profile 

rollers. Then it is cut to dimensions according to the orders from customer. 

 
3.3 Manufacturing of the specimens 

The specimen must be prepared before applied to a testing. The RHS tube was cut into 

pieces with length of 150mm (Fig.10a). The both ends of the pieces were ground as the 

shape shown in Fig.10b to fit the welding requirements. The specimen was then welded 

in several rounds (Fig.11a and Fig.11b) to end plates to make sure it is full penetration 

and was TIG welded at the corner regions to make sure that failure will not happen due to 

weld problems. The whole structure of specimen after preparation is shown in Fig.12.  

 

   

 

 
a)                                        b) 
Fig.10: The specimens were cut and ground at the ends 

Well ground surfaces 
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a)                                   b) 

Fig.11 The specimens were welded on end plates in several rounds 

 

 

Fig.12 The whole structure of specimen after preparation 

 
3.4 Test facility 

In order to add pure torsion on the specimen by using two hydraulic cylinders, test 

facilities are designed such that, the specimens will be welded on to a base plate and a 

top plate, both of which will be considered as rigid plates. The base plate is fixed to the 

ground and the top plate is then fixed to the test facilities. Two hydraulic cylinders will 

supply a couple of forces to the top plate to give a pure torsion. The principle sketch of 

the test facilities is shown in Fig.13 and the real test facilities are shown in Fig.14. More 

pictures about weld details and test facilities are shown in Appendix D. 
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Fig.13: Testing facilities 

 

 

 

 

Fig.14: Picture of test facilities 

 

4 PRESENTATION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Specimen 

500m

F F 

Hydraulic cylinders 

Hydraulic cylinders 

Specimen 
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4.1 Definition of failure 

Internal pressure is be added to the specimen. Failure is defined that it happens when the 

test machine detects the decreasing of internal pressure and finally stops testing 

automatically when the internal pressure decreases to zero. One example of the specimen 

after failure is shown in Fig.15. As shown in figure, one of the specimens was cut out and 

the special oil was dropped onto the crack place to show the crack more clearly. More 

pictures about cracks can be found in Appendix E. 

 

 

Fig.15 Crack region of one of the specimen 

 
4.2 Fatigue life results 

Totally ten tests were handled in Fatigue Laboratory to study the RHS corners’ fatigue 

behaviour under VAL. The tests are classified as: constant amplitude loading test, short 

spectrum fatigue loading test and long spectrum fatigue loading test. All the tests are 

illustrated in Table 2, in which the loading range together with equivalent loading range, 

loading frequency, fatigue life (cycles N) and if strain gages used are presented. 
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Table 2: General results and parameters of fatigue tests 

Speci

men 

No. 

Loading type Loading 

range 

(KN) 

Loading frequency 

for the smallest 

cycle(Hz) 

N 

(cycles) 

Failure 

place 

Strain 

gages 

T1 Constant -30~+30 0.5 43508 Weld 

root 

No 

T2 Constant -30~+30 0.5 40607 Corner No 

T3 Constant -20~+20 0.5 140602 Corner Yes 

T4 Short Spectrum -35~+35 2 2046859 Corner No 

T5 Short Spectrum -35~+35 5 1719223 Corner No 

T6 Short Spectrum -39~+39 5 1041254 Corner No 

T7 Constant -20~+20 0.7 223759 Corner No 

T8 Long Spectrum -39~+39 5 2872774 Corner Yes 

T9 Long Spectrum -39~+39 5 2090111 Corner No 

T10 Long Spectrum -39~+39 5 2193168 Corner Yes 

 

As shown in Table 2, in order to make a base for VAL tests, CAL tests were handled 

firstly. Three specimens (T1, T2, T3) were tested at first and one more (T7) was tested 

later to make sure which design code should be followed. These CAL tests gave very 

interesting results which will be presented later in Chapter 5. After CAL, VAL tests with 

Short Spectrum loading were handled. Three specimens (T4, T5, T6) were tested in this 

case. And after that, three specimens (T8, T9, T10) were tested under Long Spectrum 

loading. 

 
4.3 Strain gages results 

Using strain gages is a method in widest use in measuring the average strain at a point on 

a free surface of a member in mechanical system. The strain gage consists of a grid of 

fine wire filament cemented between two sheets of treated paper or plastic backing.[15] 

The operation of bonded strain gage is base on the change in electrical resistance of the 
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filament that accompanies a change in the strain. Deformation of the surface results in a 

deformation of the backing and the grid as well. Thus, with straining, a variation in the 

resistance of the grid will manifest itself as a change in the voltage across the grid. An 

electrical bridge circuit is then used to translate electrical changes into strains. [15] 

 

Strain gages were used to research local deformation of the specimens. Three specimens 

(T3, T8 T10) were attached with strain gages at different places, as shown in Fig.16 

Fig.17 and Fig.18. Dimensions in the figures were measured after testing, e.g., after the 

specimens were cut from the end plates and weld parts were cut off as well. The values 

from strain gages can be used to calculate the local stresses at the specific positions, 

which will be calculated later and used to compare with the results from finite element 

models. 

 

Pictures of strain gages on T3 and T10 are shown in Fig.19 and Fig.21. More pictures 

about strain gages can be found in Appendix F. 

 

 

Fig.16: Strain gages’ positions and orientations in specimen T3 

 

Outside Gage1 

Outside Gage2 

T3 

123mm 

55mm 
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Fig.17: Strain gages’ positions and orientations in specimen T8 

 

 

Fig.18: Strain gages’ positions and orientations in specimen T10 

 

 
Fig.19: Strain gages on T3 
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Fig.20: Strain gage on T8 

 

 
Fig.21: Strain gages on T10 

 

Table 3 List of voltage corresponds to micro-strain for different strain gages 

Specimen Strain gage Voltage (V) Micro-strain (μStr) 

SG1 1 200 T3 

SG2 1 300 

T8 SG 1 600 

SG A 1 600 

SG B 1 600 

 

T10 

SG C 1 600 

Signs for inside 
strain gages A, 
B and C 

Inside strain gage 
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The strain gages’ values were affected by internal air pressure and were always changing 

according to the loading signals. The strain gages’ values that given below are all in unit 

of micro-strain (μStr) which correspond to different voltage value in different cases. How 

many μStr that 1V corresponds to in different specimens can be found in Table 3. 

 

Fig.22 shows the signal of strain gages 1&2 during constant loading test of specimen T3. 

Because of the differences of positions and orientations, signal of SG2 shows much 

higher values and range than signal of SG1. And also, they have the same and opposite 

directions compared with the direction of loading. 
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Fig.22: Strain gages’ signals during test of specimen T3 
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Fig.23: Strain gages’ signals during test of specimen T8 
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Fig.23 shows the signal of the inside strain gage on specimen T8. Although the SG on T8 

is at the same position as SG1 in T3 except it is on the inside surface, the signal of SG on 

T8 shows a higher mean value of the signal. This is caused by the internal air pressure. 

The air pressure inside is 3.5 bar and it affect the SG signal of +0.196V. 

 

εmean=600*0.196=117.6μStr              (Eq.4.1) 

 

Hence, the strain gage’s signal basically shows the same mean value as the loading signal 

if without considering the internal pressure. 

 

 

Fig.24: Strain gages’ signals during test of specimen T10 

 

Fig.24 shows the signals of SG A, B and C on specimen T10. The values of the three 

gages need to be calculated because of the angles between them. The principle strains, 

principle stresses and directions of principle planes can be calculated by Eq.4.2, Eq.4.3 

and Eq.4.4. [15] 

 

( ) ( )2 2
1,2

1 2
2 a c a c b a cε ε ε ε ε ε ε ε = + ± − + − −  

                  (Eq.4.2) 
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              (Eq.4.3) 

2tan 2 b a c
p
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ε ε ε
θ

ε ε
− −

=
−

                                       (Eq.4.4) 

 

5 ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

5.1 Fatigue testing 

5.1.1 Fatigue life 

As mentioned, the major reason for carrying out VAL tests is the fact that a prediction of 

fatigue life under this complex loading is not possible by any cumulative damage 

hypothesis. Therefore, for the purpose of fatigue lifing, experiences must be gained by 

such tests which allow deriving real damage sums by comparing Wöehler- and 

Gassner-lines, as in Fig.5 from Chapter 2. 

 

When designing fatigue testing, the phenomenon to be studied must be known in advance. 

This will determine the size of the stress ranges to be used in the tests. The stress range 

must be estimated such that failure in the test pieces occurs before two million load 

cycles. Usually the objective fatigue endurance region is N=1*105-2*106.[9] If a 

constant-amplitude fatigue limit is to be determined, the stress range must be estimated in 

such a way that part of the test pieces endure over five million load cycles. If a test piece 

endures over N=5*106 load cycles without the nucleation of a fatigue crack, the detail’s 

standard fatigue limit has been found. In this case, it is assumed that if a detail endures 

five million cycles at constant-amplitude loading, the detail will last infinitely 

afterwards.[9] 

 

VAL tests are principally carried out like CAL tests on different load levels. The only 

difference is that in case of VAL tests a given sequence must be continuously repeated 

until a failure is obtained, while under CAL the amplitude (or range) remains unchanged. 
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For a valid VAL test, the sequence must be repeated at least 5–10 times in order to 

achieve a service-like load mixing. 

 

Under variable-amplitude or spectral loading conditions, a fatigue limit, similar to that 

observed under conditions of constant-amplitude loading, cannot be observed. When 

looking for the S-N curve for spectral loading, fatigue tests can be performed, for 

example in the region of N=5*106-2*107. According to standards, the fatigue limit for 

variable amplitude loading is assumed to be at a fatigue life of N=5*106.[9] 

 

The fatigue assessment of classified structural details and welded joints is based on the 

nominal stress range. In most cases structural details are assessed on the basis of the 

maximum principal stress range in the section where potential fatigue cracking is 

considered. However, guidance is also given for the assessment of shear loaded details, 

based on the maximum shear stress range.[10] 

 

 

Fig.25: Stress-Strain diagram for ductile materials[14] 

 

From the material behavior point of view, VAL tests always give longer lives than CAL 
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tests. The reason of it is that in CAL tests damage always happened in the elastic region 

of the Stress-Strain (σ-ε) diagram (Fig.25) and cannot overcome the influence of residual 

stress. But in VAL tests only few large cycles will cause damage in plastic region which 

can overcome the residual stress in the structures. 

 
5.1.2 Slope of the S-N curves m 

The slope of the S-N curves m is one of the most important design parameters. Usually m 

equals to 3 or 5 due to different fatigue testing. Some general recommendations about m 

are given from IIW[10] and other professional organization. In this thesis, 

recommendations from IIW are followed. 

 

The recommendations give fatigue resistance data for welded components made of 

wrought or extruded products of ferritic/pearlitic or bainitic structural steels up to fy=960 

MPa, of austenitic stainless steels and of aluminium alloys commonly used for welded 

structures. The recommendations are not applicable to low cycle fatigue, where 

Δnom>1.5*fy, maxΔnom>fy, for corrosive conditions or for elevated temperature operation 

in the creep range. 

 

The slope of the fatigue strength curves for details assessed on the basis of normal 

stresses is m=3.00 if not stated otherwise. The constant amplitude knee point is at 1*107 

cycles. The slope of the fatigue strength curves for details assessed on the basis of shear 

stresses is m=5.00, but in this case the knee point is at 108 cycles. [10] 

 
5.1.3 Curves of test results 

In VAL cases, the equivalent loading is calculated by Eq.5.1 and used to do fatigue 

analysis. 
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                 (Eq.5.1) 

Where, Fa,eq: the equivalent loading amplitude 

b: the number of different levels of amplitudes 

Fa,i: the loading amplitude at number i level 

ni: the number of load cycles of Fa,i in one block 

ntot: the total number of load cycles in one block 

m: the slope of S-N curves. 

 

The cumulative force distributions of the different loading sequences are shown in Fig.6 

and Fig.7 in Chapter 2.3. For both of Short Spectrum and Long Spectrum, b=13. More 

details about Fa,i and ni can be found in Appendix B. Because that the m value is still 

unknown, equivalent force ranges both in m=3 and m=5 are calculated in Table 4. 

 
Table 4: Equivalent loading ranges for different m 

 

Specimen No. Loading type Loading range 

(KN) 

Equivalent 

loading range 

(±KN), m=3 

Equivalent 

loading range 

(±KN), m=5 

T1 Constant -30~+30 30 30 

T2 Constant -30~+30 30 30 

T3 Constant -20~+20 20 20 

T4 Short Spectrum -35~+35 12.71 14.36 

T5 Short Spectrum -35~+35 12.71 14.36 

T6 Short Spectrum -39~+39 14.16 16.00 

T7 Constant -20~+20 20 20 

T8 Long Spectrum -39~+39 10.41 11.90 

T9 Long Spectrum -39~+39 10.41 11.90 

T10 Long Spectrum -39~+39 10.41 11.90 
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Fig.26: S-N results of fatigue testing 
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Fig.27: S-N results by using points whose equivalent forces were calculated  

by using m=5 
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According to the calculated equivalent force, the fatigue testing results are plotted. As 

shown in Fig.26, the first three constant testing data give a perfect line with slope of 3, 

but the results of spectrum loading tests don’t follow the line and show a tendence of 

slope 5. Therefore, Fig.27 was drawn by plotting only points whose equivalent forces 

were calculated by using m=5. A reference fit line was drawn and the slope of it is 

m’=4.859. 

 
5.2 Fracture mechanics 

The deformation of the cracks is usually divided into three basic modes shown in Fig.28. 

A cracked body can be loaded in any one or a combination of the three displacement 

modes. In practice, the majority of macroscopic cracks are generally assumed to result 

from Mode I. Pure Mode II and III propagations of cracks are rarely observed but these 

modes often act in combination with Mode I.  

 

 
Fig.28: Three basic modes of crack surface displacement and Fracture mechanics modes 

happened to a crack [16]. 
 

For RHS corners, due to the manufacturing process of the members, there are assumed 

tiny initial cracks at the corners. When torsion loading is added to the structure, therefore, 

Mode I, Mode II and Mode III happen together at different places of the initial crack 
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(Fig.28). From Fig.28 it can be seen that the static Mode I which is caused by residual 

stresses helps to open the crack. And cyclic Mode II and Mode III are caused by dynamic 

loading and happen at the tip and middle of the crack respectively. 

 
5.3 Residual stresses in RHS corners and Findley model 

The manufacturing process of the RHS specimens, as well as of many other welded 

structures, indicates that the structures contain static stresses just after they were 

processed, which are so called residual stresses. Residual stresses are static stresses in the 

material and they can help either to increase the crack propagation or to slow down its 

propagation. In the case of RHS specimens, tensile residual stresses happen at the RHS 

corners of the members and will help to open the cracks. In which case, the fracture 

mechanics mode would be Mode I (Fig.28). For the above reason, the RHS corners in the 

specimens are becoming very critical regions and therefore it is necessary for them to be 

researched. 

 

The situation that residual stresses combined with pure torsional loading shows a perfect 

match with one of the stress based high cycle fatigue models which have gained 

widespread acceptance, so called Findley model. Findley suggested in his model that the 

normal stress, σn, on a shear plane might have a linear influence on the allowable 

alternating shear stress, ∆τ/2 (Eq.5.2). For ductile materials, k typically varies between 

0.2 and 0.3.[16] 

max2 nk fτ
σ

∆ + = 
 

              (Eq.5.2) 

For the case in the thesis, σn stands for the residual stress and ∆τ/2 is the amplitude of 

applied loading. By supposing that k=0.3, σn=300MPa, the residual stress shows a 

significant affect on the result. 

 

6 FINITE ELEMENT MODEL AND RESULTS ANALYZING 
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In order to compare the test results to the theory and also to study several theoretical 

phenomenon about the RHS structure, finite element models were built. First of all, the 

weld root propagation was studied by two different models: model without (Model A) 

and with full (Model B) penetration. On the basis of full penetration model, stress 

components at the corner area were studied. Thirdly, stresses were analyzed to find a 

match with test results to study warping phenomenon. 

 
6.1 Effective notch stress method 

Several methods exist for the fatigue strength assessment of welded joints which differ 

mainly in the underlying type of stress. The effective notch stress approach, which takes 

into account the local elastic stress’s increase due to the weld shape, is developed. At 

sharp corners, the theoretical elastic stress is infinite and, therefore, no more relevant for 

fatigue strength assessment. Based on the micro-structural support effect of the material 

postulated by Neuber, an effective notch stress approach has been developed by Radaj 

(1990), where a fictitious notch radius is assumed at the weld toe/root for welds at steel. 

This fictitious notch radius has to be added to the actual notch radius, which is usually 

assumed to be zero in a conservative way (worst case assumption). [12] 

 

Effective notch stress is the total stress at the root of a notch, obtained assuming linear 

elastic material behaviour. To take account of the statistical nature and scatter of weld 

shape parameters, as well as of the non-linear material behaviour at the notch root, the 

real weld contour is replaced by an effective one.[10] 

 

The effective notch stress approach for the fatigue strength assessment of welded 

structures as included in the Fatigue Design Recommendations of the IIW requires the 

numerical analysis of the elastic notch stress in the weld toe and/or weld root which is 

fictitiously rounded with a radius of 1 mm(Fig.29). The effective notch stress is defined 

as the total stress at the root of a notch. The maximum principal stress, 1σ , at the most 

highly stressed location is used during the fatigue assessment. The method is restricted to 
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welded joints which are expected to fail from the weld toe or weld root.  

 

 
Fig.29: Fictitious rounding of weld toes and roots (Hobbacher, 1996)[10] 

 

The analysis of the notch stress to be used in the approaches mentioned may be based on 

theoretical elastic solutions or on numerical methods such as FEM or BEM (finite or 

boundary element method).[12] For the determination of effective notch stress by FEA, a 

mesh size of about 1/20 [10]of the radius is recommended. 

 
(a)                               (b) 

Fig.30: Effective notch shape: Keyhole (a) and oval shape (b)[12] 
 

One recent research[12] about effective notch stress approach indicates that, for effective 

notch method, there are rather large differences between the keyhole and oval shape 

(Fig.30) when the stresses are acting parallel to the gap. The keyhole notch may 

overestimate the real notch effect as the upper and lower parts of the notch do not exist in 

the real structure. In this case, the oval shape seems to be more realistic. But the 
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differences between the keyhole and oval notch are rather small when the stresses are 

acting perpendicular to the gap. In the particular cases in this thesis, the oval shape of 

notch is used. 

 
6.2 Finite element models  

ANSYS 8.1 software is used in this thesis to build 3-dimensional (3D) finite element 

models. 3D solid element (SOLID45) and 2D shell element (SHELL63) is used. FE 

models were built by considering the real situation in testing, including the geometries of 

specimens, how was the torsion added on the specimens and so on. 

 
6.2.1 Geometry of the models 

Although the section dimensions of the specimens are already illustrated by the 

handbook as 100*100*6.3mm, r0=15.75mm as mentioned, for different particular 

specimens, the dimensions are different. In order to make the models’ geometries close 

enough to real situation, the dimensions of the corners were measured precisely and the 

smallest radius of the corners among the specimens is selected to make the finite element 

model. In this case, the radius 10mm for inner curvature and 16mm for outer curvature 

were used. The height of all the specimens is 150mm and there maybe 4mm difference 

for each other specimen due to the weld situations. The geometry of the finite element 

models is shown in Fig.31. 

 

For the welded part, there is about 12 mm of fillet weld surface. Hence, an 8.5mm weld 

height and about 6mm weld throat length is used. There are two 1mm effective notches 

added at weld toe and weld root respectively. At the weld root, the 1mm notch is added 

go through 2mm of the thickness in Model A and go through all thickness in Model B 

(Fig.32). 
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Fig.31: Geometry of finite element models 

 

 
Fig.32: Weld details’ geometry in Model A (left) and Model B (right) (AotuCAD 2004) 

 
6.2.2 Boundary conditions and loading cases 

Double-antisymmetry is utilized twice by analyzing only a quarter of the structure. For 

displacement degrees of freedom, the constraints for antisymmetry profile are shown in 

Table 5. A rigid plate is added on the top of the structure, on which, a couple of 20kN 

forces is added to simulate the torsional loading and the distance between the force 

couple is 500mm. 

 

 

 250mm 

150mm 
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Table 5: Antisymmetric boundary conditions in ANSYS[13] 
 

 ASYM 

Normal 2-D 3-D 

X UY UY, UZ, ROTX 

Y UX UX, UZ, ROTY 

Z -- UX, UY, ROTZ 

 
6.2.3 Local coordinate system 

In ANSYS, global and local coordinate systems are used to locate geometry items. By 

default, when defining a node or a keypoint, its coordinates are interpreted in the global 

Cartesian system. For some models, however, it may be more convenient to define the 

coordinates in a system other than global Cartesian.[13] In order to get the proper stress 

components from the results, a local coordinate system (R, θ, Z) was created and its 

origin is at the centre point of the inner corner curvature. 

 

There are four Global Coordinate Systems defined in ANSYS software, as shown in 

Fig.33. The models were built under the default coordinate system 0 (C.S.0), which is 

Cartesian system. However, in C.S.0, proper stress components cannot be researched and 

a local coordinate system C.S.11 was built consequently. 

 
Fig.33: Global Coordinate Systems in ANSYS Software: (a) Cartesian (X, Y, Z 
components) coordinate system 0 (C.S.0); (b) Cylindrical (R, θ, Z components) 

coordinate system 1 (C.S.1); (c) Spherical (R, θ, φ components) coordinate system 2 
(C.S.2); (d) Cylindrical (R, θ, Y components) coordinate system 5 (C.S.5) [13] 
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Fig.34: Euler rotation angles[13] 

 

 
Fig.35: Local coordinate system at the corner and stress components 

 

The local coordinate system (C.S.11) was build such that: the origin is at the center point 

of the inner corner, the type of system is C.S.1 (the Cylindrical Coordinate System). By 

using the command ‘CLOACL’ in ANSYS, several parameters were required such as the 
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original point of the local system and the rotation angles of the new system’s axes. The 

Euler rotation angles about (Z,X,Y) axes by using (C.S.0) as a referent system are 

important parameters for the command, which are (0,-90,0) in this case. The Euler angles 

are shown in Fig.34. 

 

By following the procedure of the ‘CLOCAL’ command, the local system was built as a 

(R, θ, Z) coordinate system, as shown in Fig.35. According to the local coordinate system, 

the stress component σθ together with the residual stresses are the main stress 

components that cause the fracture mechanics Mode I. Another two shear stress 

components τRθ and τθZ are the ones causing Mode II and Mode III. And also, along the 

thickness direction, the two shear stresses contribute differently for Mode II and Mode III 

respectively. 

 
6.2.4 Finite element models 

6.2.4.1 Model A 

As mentioned, Model A was built to generally research the specific effect of effective 

notch method. In principle, if the weld wasn’t done with a full penetration cross the 

whole thickness, failure will easily happen at the weld root and/or weld toe. The whole 

geometry of the structure was already shown in Chapter 6.2.1. Fig.36 shows the weld 

detail in Model A. In Model A, the 1mm radius was meshed in to ten divisions.  

 

 
Fig.36: Weld detail in Model A 
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Fig.37: Nodal solution of the 1st principle stress in Model A 

 

 

Fig.38: Nodal solution of stress distribution of shear stress τθZ in Model A 
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Fig.37 shows the nodal solution of the 1st principle stress which is the main stress 

component considered in the effective notch stress method. The highest value 

358.22MPa of the 1st principle stress happened at the weld root near the corner. And also, 

Fig.38 shows the shear stress component τθZ, which also happened at the notch of weld 

root. As τθZ, for most of the stress components in local coordinate system in Model A, the 

maximum values happened at the notch of weld root. More figures about the nodal 

solutions of the stress components can be found in Appendix G. 
 

6.2.4.2 Model B 

Model B was built that, the weld part is in full penetration. Although, due to that the weld 

root now is not the specific part where crack is going to happen, the structure was refined 

at the volume of the corner (Fig.39, Fig.40).  

 

 
Fig.39: Geometry is refined at elements at the corner 

 

Refine 
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Fig.40: Weld detail in Model B 

 

As shown in Fig.41, the range of the 1st principle stress in Model B is almost the half of 

that in Model A. This is because of the full penetration geometry at weld root in Model B. 

And the 1st principle stress now happened at weld toe near the corner at outside surface 

of the structure. Fig.42 shows the nodal solution of shear stress component τθZ. It can be 

seen that the maximum value (112.611MPa) now exactly happened at the corner region. 

For pure torsion, shear stress τθZ can be calculated by Eq.6.1 in principle. The maximum 

value of τθZ is calculated as in Eq.6.2. The principle calculation and the result from finite 

element model are giving a good match. 

 
T
J
ρ

τ =               (Eq.6.1) 

max 4 4

500 20 500 64.17 119.72
536.0 10t

Tr F mm r kN mm mm MPa
J I mm

τ
× × × ×

= = = =
×

      (Eq.6.2) 

when fatigue loading force 20F kN= . 
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Fig.41: Nodal solution of the 1st principle stress in Model B 

 

 
Fig.42: Nodal solution of stress distribution of shear stress τθZ in model B 
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6.3 Warping phenomenon 

6.3.1 Static strain gage testing results 

In treating noncircular prismatic bars, cross sections initially plane (Fig.43a) experience 

out-of-plane deformation, which is called warping (Fig.43b). Not as the circular section 

members, for non-circular section members, the shear stress is not constant at a given 

distance from the axis of rotation. As a result, sections perpendicular to the axis of the 

member warp, indicating out of plane displacement.  

 

Fig.43: Rectangular bar: (a) before loading; (b) after a torque is applied[15] 

 

In the case of RHS structure, therefore, warping will also happen in principle. However, 

because the ends of the structure were not free ends in real situation, the end plates 

stopped the out-of-plane deformation. In this case, warping is studied by analyzing the 

signals of strain gages attached on the specimens. According to the strain, the 

corresponding stress components can be calculated and used to compare with the results 

from the finite element models. 

 

In finite element models, the torque added on the model is 20kNm, which is the same as 

the maximum torque added on specimen T3. According to the testing record of T3, a 

single shot signal was added to the specimen and a static testing was made. There are 

numbers of values in testing record can be used. In order to calculate precisely, four 

groups of values are listed in Table 6, which record the signal’s changes of strain gages 

when the torque changed approximately: 1) from -20kNm to 0; 2) from 0 to +20kNm; 3) 

from +20kNm to 0; and 4) from 0 to -20kNm. 
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Table 6 Strain gage result from the static testing of specimen T3 

 

  F1 

(kN) 

F2 

(kN) 

Torque 

(kNm) 

SG1 (μ) 
θσ (MPa) SG2 (μ) 

Zσ (MPa) 

From -19.932 19.981 -9.978 32.227 - -55.664 - 

To 0 0 0 10.840 - -1.831 - 

 

Group 1 

Change - - 9.978 -21.387 -4.491 53.833 11.305 

From 0 0 0 11.133 - -1.758 - 

To 20.020 -19.888 +9.977 -1.953 - 67.530 - 

 

Group 2 

Change - - 9.977 -13.086 -2.748 69.288 14.550 

From 20.020 -19.878 +9.975 -1.953 - 67.530 - 

To 0 0 0 10.059 - 7.178 - 

 

Group 3 

Change - - -9.975 12.012 2.523 -60.352 -12.674 

From 0 0 0 10.547 - 6.738 - 

To -19.927 19.961 -9.972 32.227 - -55.811 - 

 

Group 4 

Change - - -9.972 21.680 4.553 -62.549 -13.135 

Average of absolute values of testing data 17.0413 3.579 61.5055 12.916 

 

Each peak value of in Table 6 (the ‘From’ and ‘To’ terms) is calculated by using ten 

values in order to overcome the vibration of the values caused by the test machine. 

Because of the changing directions of the torque, the signs of torque and testing data of 

strain gages changed as well. The stress components θσ  and Zσ  were calculated by 

using Hook’s Law (Eq.6.3) and θσ  was calculated by using the data from SG1 and Zσ  

by SG2 respectively. Average values of the absolute change values (without signs) were 

calculated at the end of Table 6 and will be used to compare to the result from finite 

element model. 

Eσ ε=               (Eq.6.3) 
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6.3.2 Finite element results for warping 

 

Fig.44: Element solution of the specific element in finite element model B, whose 

position is corresponding to the position of the SG2 on T3 

 

For the purpose of researching warping phenomenon, the data from SG2 was used 

because it can give the information at the end edge of the specimen. After precisely 

measured the position of the SG2 on T3 (recall Fig.16), the finite element solution was 

checked at the corresponding position. The element solution for the specific element 

where the centre of the SG2 located is shown in Fig.44. Because the strain gage can only 

measure the nominal strain (in z-direction in local coordinate system in this specific case), 

the element solution of σZ gave a value of 0.506MPa. On the other hand, because of the 

measurement error and the physical size of strain gage, the stress value of σZ in this case 

can be concluded as a range of from +14.254MPa to -6.326MPa. More pictures of 

element solutions from the elements besides element 4343 can be found in Appendix G. 

From the solution of Model B, the warping showed a good agreement with the testing 

results of SG2. 

Centre of the SG2 

Element No. 4343 
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7 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Totally ten fatigue loading tests have been performed in this thesis by using the fatigue 

testing program. Among the tests, both CAL and VAL were used. The results of the tests 

gave a good agreement with principle with the slope of the S-N curve, m=4,859. The ten 

testing results of life cycles of the specimens gave a good tendency that the life cycles are 

usually shorter in CAL cases than in VAL cases. This shows a confirmation of the 

necessary and importance that the VAL fatigue testing other than CAL testing should be 

performed when assessing the fatigue behaviour of the structures used in engineering 

applications. 

 

The result that the fatigue life under spectrum loading is always longer than that under 

CAL also gave a perfect agreement with principle. For spectrum loading cases, from the 

equivalent loading point of view, there are fairly small amount of big cycles whose sizes 

are bigger than the equivalent loading. These big cycles will cause plastic deformation in 

the structure and hence overcome the residual stresses which already exist in the structure, 

at the corner in this particular case. However, the CAL, whose equivalent loading is the 

same as the amplitude, always cause elastic deformation in the structure and cannot 

overcome the residual stress.  

 

According to the Findley model, the residual stress in the structure shows a significant, 

linear effect on the shear stress components in the structure. Therefore, it can be 

concluded that it is very important to analyze if there is residual stress in the structure 

and how it will affect the fatigue behaviour in different loading cases. It is also necessary 

to suggest doing specific tests to measure the residual stress by using strain gages. 

 

Strain gages were also used on three specimens but only data from one of them were 

used to compare to the results from finite element models. From the strain gages’ data, it 
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can be seen that there always be delay between the strain gages’ responding and the 

loading applied. And also, the strain gages’ data showed small librations during a single 

shot testing. Suggestions are given, in this case, that if it is necessary, a feedback loop 

can be added to the program or test machine to detect the strain gages’ response. 

 

Finite element models were used firstly to generally check the critical place where cracks 

might happen, due to the issue of full weld penetration or not. Secondly, the finite 

element models were used to compare the nodal solutions of stress components to the 

calculated values in principle; and to compare the nodal solutions with the results of 

strain gages. 

 

The conclusions of comparison turned out that the general solutions of finite element 

model, which means the place where cracks will happen and the values of stress 

components, gave a perfect agreement with the fatigue tests. And in the issue of warping 

phenomenon, the comparison gave an acceptable result as well. It is also found 

interesting that in the finite element model, the structure showed a ‘secondary warping’ 

at the corner region under torsion. 

 

The RHS members are widely used in engineering fields. This thesis researched the 

structures’ fatigue behaviour under variable amplitude pure torsional loading. In this kind 

of engineering environment, cracks will happen at the corners of the members or will 

happen at weld root if weld details are lack of penetration. The residual stress will 

significantly affect the fatigue behaviour of the structure. The S-N curve shows a slope 

around 5 and matches the recommendations about shear loading given by IIW quite well. 
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APPENDIX A SPECTRUM FATIGUE LOADING PROGRAM 

(FOR 1000 CYCLES) 

 
#include <NIDAQmx.h> 
#include <windows.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <conio.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
 
#define PI 3.1415926535 
 
#define DAQmxErrChk(functionCall) if( DAQmxFailed(error=(functionCall)) ) goto Error; 
else 
 
int32 CVICALLBACK DoneCallback(TaskHandle taskHandle, int32 status, void 
*callbackData); 
 
int main(void) 
{ 
 int32       error=0; 
 TaskHandle  taskHandle=0; 
 char        errBuff[2048]={'\0'}; 
 int         i=0,j=0,m=0,n=0; 
 char  devNames[20]={'\0'}; 
 char  testDevName[20]={'\0'}; 
 float64     data[3000]={0};//certain memory size for 3000 double points, 15.625K bytes 
 float dummy; 
 int ch; 
 char buffer[20]; 
 int sum[2001]; 
 int point_halfcycle[2000]; 
 float point[2000]; 
 float range[2000];//the amplitude of half cosine wave, +-range 
 float64 output_rate=200; 
 float64 max_f=0; 
 FILE *fp; 
 char filename[20]; 
 int number=0; 
 
 max_f=output_rate/(60*2); 
 
 DAQmxErrChk (DAQmxGetSysDevNames(devNames, 20));  
 DAQmxErrChk (DAQmxGetDevProductType(devNames, testDevName, 20)); 
 DAQmxErrChk (DAQmxResetDevice(devNames)); 
 
 printf("      /**************************************************************/\n"); 
 printf("      /               Welcome to the program!                        
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/\n"); 
 printf("      /    The currently used device name: %s; tpye: %s     /\n", devNames, 
testDevName); 
 printf("      /**************************************************************/\n\n\n"); 
 
 
 printf("      Resetting %s..\n", devNames); 
 flushall(); 
 
 printf("      Please enter the source file name (default 'c:\\2000 turning 
points.txt')\n"); 
 printf("      without quote, press ENTER to use default file:\n"); 
 //scanf("%s",filename); 
 getchar(); 
 
 //printf("\nHow many turning points in this file?\n"); 
 //scanf("%d",&number); 
 
 printf("      Reading file...\n\n"); 
 
 if((fp=fopen("c:\\2000 turning points.txt","rt+"))==NULL) 
  {printf("\nerror when opening the file!\n");} 
 
 number=2000; 
 for(j=0;j<number;j++) 
  {if (fscanf(fp, "%f", &point[j])==EOF) 
   break; 
 } 
 
 sum[0]=0; 
 for(j=0;j<number-1;j++) 
 { 
  range[j]=(point[j]-point[j+1])/2;//with sign 
  point_halfcycle[j]=60+140/8.12*(fabs(range[j])-1.88);//how many points in this 
cycle 
  sum[j+1]=point_halfcycle[j]+sum[j]; 
 } 
 range[j]=(point[j]-point[0])/2; 
 point_halfcycle[j]=61+140/8.12*(fabs(range[j])-1.88); 
 sum[j+1]=point_halfcycle[j]+sum[j]; 
 
 printf("The current maximum frequency is%6.2f. \n", max_f); 
 printf("Please enter a new value:\n"); 
 //getchar(); 
 
 if ((dummy=(float)atof(gets(buffer))) != 0)  max_f = dummy; 
  printf("Is the value %6.2f OK? Y/N\n", max_f); 
 
 while ((ch=getchar()) == 'n' || ch == 'N' || max_f <= 0) 
  {printf("Please enter a new value:\n"); 
  getchar(); 
  if ((dummy=(float)atof(gets(buffer))) != 0)  max_f = dummy; 
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   printf("Is the value %6.2f OK? Y/N\n", max_f); 
  } 
 printf("new frequency is set\n"); 
 
 output_rate=120*max_f;//two smallest half_cycle 
 
 /*********************************************/ 
 // DAQmx Configure Code 
 /*********************************************/ 
 
 DAQmxErrChk (DAQmxCreateTask("",&taskHandle)); 
 DAQmxErrChk 
(DAQmxCreateAOVoltageChan(taskHandle,"Dev1/ao0","",-10.0,10.0,DAQmx_Val_Volts,N
ULL)); 
 DAQmxErrChk 
(DAQmxCfgSampClkTiming(taskHandle,"",output_rate,DAQmx_Val_Rising,DAQmx_Val_
ContSamps,3000)); 
 
 DAQmxErrChk (DAQmxRegisterDoneEvent(taskHandle,0,DoneCallback,NULL)); 
 
for(j=0;j<number;j++) 
 { 
  for(i=0;i<point_halfcycle[j]-1;i++) 
  { 
   if(sum[j]>2800) 
    {for(i=0;i<3000-sum[j-1];i++) 
     {data[sum[j-1]+i]=point[j-1];} 
    goto exit1;} 
   else 
    {data[sum[j]+i]=(point[j]-range[j])+range[j]*cos(i*PI/point_halfcycle[j]); 
    data[sum[j]+point_halfcycle[j]-1]=point[j+1];} 
  } 
 } 
 
 /*********************************************/ 
 // DAQmx Write Code 
 /*********************************************/ 
exit1: 
 {//printf("point[%d]=%f\n",j,point[j]);printf("points number is %d",sum[j]); 
 DAQmxErrChk 
(DAQmxWriteAnalogF64(taskHandle,3000,0,15,DAQmx_Val_GroupByChannel,data,NULL,
NULL));} 
 
 /*********************************************/ 
 // DAQmx Start Code 
 /*********************************************/ 
 
 printf("Press any key to start the program.\n"); 
 getchar(); 
  
 if ((ch=getchar())) 
  DAQmxErrChk (DAQmxStartTask(taskHandle)); 
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//DAQmxIsTaskDone (taskHandle, bool32 *isTaskDone); 
 printf("Generating voltage continuously. Press ENTER to STOP\n"); 
 
while(0==kbhit()) 
{ 
 
if(j<number) 
 {m=j-1; 
 n=0;} 
else {m=0;} 
 
while(1) 
{ 
 for(j=m;j<number;j++) 
 {  
   if(sum[j]-sum[m]>2800-n) 
    { 
    for(i=n+sum[j-1]-sum[m];i<3000;i++) 
      {data[i]=point[j-1];} 
     goto exit2; 
    } 
   else 
    for(i=0;i<point_halfcycle[j]-1;i++) 
    
 {data[n+sum[j]-sum[m]+i]=(point[j]-range[j])+range[j]*cos(i*PI/point_halfcycle[j]); 
     data[n+sum[j]-sum[m]+point_halfcycle[j]-1]=point[j+1];} 
  //printf("the point is %f\n",data[n+sum[j]-sum[m]+point_halfcycle[j]-1]); 
 } 
 //printf("turning points are output from the beginning now\n"); 
 n=sum[j-1]-sum[m]+i-1;//already n points in the memory block 
 m=0; 
} 
 
exit2: 
 { 
 DAQmxErrChk 
(DAQmxWriteAnalogF64(taskHandle,3000,0,15,DAQmx_Val_GroupByChannel,data,NULL,
NULL));} 
// if((ch=getchar())=='p'||'P') 
 
} 
printf("program stops outputting\n",j); 
 
 getchar(); 
 Error: 
 if( DAQmxFailed(error) ) 
  DAQmxGetExtendedErrorInfo(errBuff,2048); 
 if( taskHandle!=0 ) { 
  /*********************************************/ 
  // DAQmx Stop Code 
  /*********************************************/ 
  DAQmxStopTask(taskHandle); 
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  DAQmxClearTask(taskHandle); 
 } 
 if( DAQmxFailed(error) ) 
  printf("DAQmx Error: %s\n",errBuff); 
 printf("End of program, press Enter key to quit\n"); 
 getchar(); 
 return 0; 
} 
 
 
 
int32 CVICALLBACK DoneCallback(TaskHandle taskHandle, int32 status, void 
*callbackData) 
{ 
 int32   error=0; 
 char    errBuff[2048]={'\0'}; 
 
 // Check to see if an error stopped the task. 
 DAQmxErrChk (status); 
 
Error: 
 if( DAQmxFailed(error) ) { 
  DAQmxGetExtendedErrorInfo(errBuff,2048); 
  DAQmxClearTask(taskHandle); 
  printf("DAQmx Error: %s\n",errBuff); 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
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APPENDIX B SPECTRUM LOADING DISTRIBUTIONS 

Short spectrum (1000 cycles) 

Table B.1: Cycle distributions data of 1000 cycles 
Cumulative dydles Cycles Cycle distribution 

1.01 1.01 1 
1.01 1.01 1 
1.01 1.01 0.9375 

2 1.01 0.9375 
2 1.01 0.875 
3 1.01 0.875 
3 1.01 0.8125 
5 2 0.8125 
5 2 0.75 

10 5 0.75 
10 5 0.6875 
17 7 0.6875 
17 7 0.625 
30 13 0.625 
30 13 0.5625 
55 25 0.5625 
55 25 0.5 

100 45 0.5 
100 45 0.4375 
180 80 0.4375 
180 80 0.375 
300 120 0.375 
300 120 0.3125 
550 250 0.3125 
550 250 0.25 

1000 450 0.25 
1000 450 0.1875 
1000 1.1 0.1875 
1000 1.1 0.125 
1000 1.1 0.125 
1000 1.1 0.0625 
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Long spectrum (100000 cycles) 

Table B.2: Cycle distributions data 
Cumulative dydles Cycles Cycle distribution 

1.01 1.01 1 
2 1.01 1 
2 1.01 0.9375 
6 4 0.9375 
6 4 0.875 

14 8 0.875 
14 8 0.8125 
35 21 0.8125 
35 21 0.75 
84 49 0.75 
84 49 0.6875 

203 119 0.6875 
203 119 0.625 
492 289 0.625 
492 289 0.5625 

1193 701 0.5625 
1193 701 0.5 
2893 1700 0.5 
2893 1700 0.4375 
7014 4121 0.4375 
7014 4121 0.375 

17006 9992 0.375 
17006 9992 0.3125 
41229 24223 0.3125 
41229 24223 0.25 

100000 58771 0.25 
100000 58771 0.1875 
100000 1.01 0.1875 
100000 1.01 0.125 
100000 1.01 0.125 
100000 1.01 0.0625 
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APPENDIX C CROSS-SECTION PROPERTIES OF RHS TUBES 

USED FOR TESTING 

 

Table C: Cross-section properties and resistance values for square hollow sections 

h mm b mm t mm M kg/m A mm2*102 Au m2/m 

100 100 6.3 17.5 22.25 0.373 

Am/V 1/m It mm4*104 Wt mm3*103 I mm4*104 Wel mm3*103 Wpl mm3*103 

168 536.0 97.02 314.2 62.83 76.38 

i mm*10 PL Nc,Rd kN Mc,Rd kNm Vpl,Rd kN  

3.76 1 718.2 24.65 207.3  

M=weight                              Wt=torsional section modulus 

A=cross-section area                      I=moment of inertia 

Au=external area                         Wel=elastic section modulus 

Am/V=cross-section factor in fire design      Wpl=plastic section modulus 

It=torsional modulus                      i=radius of gyration 

PL=cross-section class in concentric compression 

Nc,Rd=compression resistance without buckling 

Mc,Rd=bending resistance                 Vpl,Rd=shear resistance 
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APPENDIX D WELD DETAILS OF SPECIMEN AND TEST 

FACILITIES 

Weld details 

 

 
Fig.D.1: Weld detail 

 

 

Fig.D.2: Weld detail 
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Fig.D.3: Weld detail 

 

 
Fig.D.4: Weld detail 
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Test facilities 

 

 

Fig.D.5: Weld detail at the corner 
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APPENDIX E PICTURES OF CRACKS 

Crack details 

 

 

Fig.E.1: Crack detail 

 

 

Fig.E.2: Crack detail 
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Cracks from specific specimens 

 

 
Fig.E.3: Crack detail_T2 

 

 
Fig.E.4: Crack detail_T5 
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Fig.E.5: Crack detail_T6 

 

  

Fig.E.6: Crack detail_T7 
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Fig.E.7: Crack detail_T9 

 

 
Fig.E.8: Crack detail_T10 
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APPENDIX F PICTURES OF STRAIN GAGES 

 
Fig.F.1: Strain gages on T3 

 

 
Fig.F.2: SG2 on T3 
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Fig.F.3: SG1 on T3 
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APPENDIX G FINITE ELEMENT SOLUTIONS 

Nodal solutions from model A 

 

Fig.G.1: Detail of 1st principle stress in Model A 

 

 
Fig.G.2: Nodal solution of σR in Model A 
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Fig.G.3: Nodal solution of σθ in Model A 

 

 
Fig.G.4: Nodal solution of σz in Model A 
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Fig.G.5: Nodal solution of τRθ in Model A 

 

 
Fig.G.6: Nodal solution of τRZ in Model A 
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Fig.G.7: Nodal solution of τθZ in Model A 

 

Nodal solutions from model B 

 
Fig.G.8: Nodal solution of σR in Model B 
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Fig.G.9: Nodal solution of σθ in Model B 

 

 
Fig.G.10: Nodal solution of σZ in Model B (inside surface) 
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Fig.G.11: Nodal solution of σZ in Model B 

 

 
Fig.G.12: Nodal solution of τRθ in Model B 
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Fig.G.13: Nodal solution of τRZ in Model B 

 
Fig.G.14: Nodal solution of τθZ in Model B 

 
Element solutions from specific elements regarding to the warping phenomenon 
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Fig.G.15: Element solution of σZ in Model B, element 4342 

 

 
Fig.G.16: Element solution of σZ in Model B, element 4344 

 


